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ANNWNCEMENT 
CQMPSTAT ‘78: 3rd Symposium on Computational Staistics 
August 21-25, IWS, Leiden University, The Netherlands 
This symposium is sponsored by the ISI Committee on Statistical Computation 
and is supported by the CR1 Computing Centre and Department of Medical 
Statistics, both of the University of Leiden. 
scope! 
The aim of this symposialm is to present papers discussing nrmerical and 
algorithmic aspects of statistical methods and their applications, as *Nell as new 
techniques in computer sciences in relation to statistical analysis. In particular the 
following areas are expected to be col’ered: 
Multivariate analysis 
Regression methods 
Exploratory techniques 
Simulation and Montt; Carlo methods 
Survey analysis 
Software packages 
Miscellaneous. 
catll for papers 
Abstracts of papers to be submitted should be in English, the papers will be 
preselected on the basis of these abstracts. Each abstract should be written such 
that it enables the program committee to judge satisfactorily the reiieva*lce of the 
paper and a length of about one typewritten page 1s advised which should be sent to 
the CQMPSTAT address not later than hnuary 15, 1978. 
The authors will be informed and will receive detailed instructions cuncerr:ing 
the: preparation of the paper within tvm months. 
s‘ The deadline for the submission of the ful! papers (in reproducible form a.\d in 
‘% E#IGLISW only) will be Juae llg N-78. 
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Program committee 
L.,C.A. Corsten (The Netherlands); I. Francis (U.S.A.); .I. Hermans (The 
Netl.lerlands); R.J. Mokken (The Netheilancis); W. Molenaar (The Netherlands); 
3.A. N&er (U.K.); N. Victor (Germany). 
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